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MARKET IMPACT EVALUATION
ERRAC was set up in 2001 and  is the single European body with the competence and capability to 

help revitalise the European rail sector :

• To make it more competitive 

• To foster increased innovation 

• To guide research efforts at the European level

ERRAC Project Evaluation Working Group (EWG)
Objectives: 

• Determine the market impact of previous rail research to improve use of research 

funding 

• Ensure a strategic approach to the prioritisation of rail research 

Project Evaluation 
• Individual projects are evaluated after they have been completed to ensure successful 

dissemination of project results

• To ensure that the results of previous rail research can be taken into account for future 

projects

• To avoid weak market uptake of results by learning the lessons of previous research

• The EWG will provide intelligence based on the project evaluations for input into future 

European Framework Programmes
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ERRAC Project Evaluation Group

REORIENT

EVALUATION FROM 2008

Project acronym:        REORIENT

FP:                                6

Programme acronym: FP6-SUSTDEV-2002-3.3.1.3.1

Project Reference:      513567 

Call identifier:              FP6-2003-TREN-2

Total Cost:                   € 7,012,421

EU Contribution:         € 6,097,776

Timescale:                  February 2005 – July 2006

Project Coordinator:  Mario Jose Moya Denia (ISDEFE), 

Johanna Ludvigsen (TOI) 

Web references:         https://www.reorient.org.uk

http://www.reorient.no/
http://cordis.europa.eu/fetch?CALLER=FP6_PROJ&ACTION=D&DOC=1&CAT=PROJ&QUERY=011f46f29cf6:1127:31a36b26&RCN=87911
http://www.ist-world.org/ProjectDetails.aspx?ProjectId=76decd1e26ea475181cc063187ecca95&SourceDatabaseId=7cff9226e582440894200b751bab883f

� Presented by: L. Velardi

� Date evaluation: 26.03.08

�Market uptake: Weak

� Follow up projects: RETRACK

� Other related Projects: NEWOPERA, 

TREND, CREAM, WORLDNET, 

ROADIDEA, ETIS PLUS
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Implementing Change in the European Railway System 

REORIENT  Project 

Introduction:

“New European transport policies and EC legislation for market opening and competition are 
introduced in the midst of a changing world economy. These global changes also affect the 

structure of transport.”1

The EC rail interoperability legislation, devised to trigger a process of transformation of the 

European Railways from non-interoperable nationally fragmented railway systems, to an 

internationally integrated pan-European system  that can favour seamless rail travel across 

boundaries, has a strong impact also on new EU member countries.

One of the aims of the implementation of this legislation is to support EU policy in balancing 

the modal split between road and rail freight transport and achieve higher effectiveness 

in terms of overall costs to society (social, industrial, environmental, etc.).

1 From: “Selected Findings from Reorient” Final Report May 2007.
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Implementing Change in the European Railway System 

REORIENT  Project 

Rationale:

The enlargement of the European Union “has led to geographical changes and the centre of Europe 

has moved south-eastwards…” (REORIENT selected findings)

In 2005 EC DG TREN promoted the REORIENT project to assess the progress in 

implementation of the new rail legislation across Europe, and its impact on the rail freight 

industry also in the new member states and accession countries, by examining possible 

scenarios relating to solutions (technological, commercial, legislative, etc.)  that could 

stimulate transfer of international freight traffic from road to rail, and possibily create 

seamless connections focusing on the intermodal freight corridor connecting the Nordic 

Region with Central and South-Eastern Europe.

The REORIENT project is a Coordination Action addressing the Strategic Objective 3.3.1 

“Research to Support the European Transport Policy, Research Domain 3.1, Implementation 

of Change in the European Railway Area”.
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Details

� FP6

� Project Reference: 513567

� Total Cost: 7.012.421,27 EURO 

� EU Contribution:      6.097.775,75 EURO  

� Timescale:                01.01.2005 - 31.05.2007

� Administrative Project Coordinator:  Dr. Mario Jose Moya Denia, ISDEFE (ES)

� Scientific Project Coordinator: Dr. Johanna Ludvigsen, TOI (N)

Partners

� ISD- INGENERIA DE SISTEMAS PARA LA DEFENSA DE ESPANA SA – ISDEFE (Madrid,ES)

� TOI- INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT ECONOMICS – TOI (Oslo, N)

� DLR- DEUTCHES ZENTRUM FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT E.V. (Berlin, D)

� UOB- ALMA MATER STUDIORUM – UNIVERSITA’ STUDI DI BOLOGNA – DEIS (Bologna, I)

� DEM- DEMIS B.V. (Delft, NL)

� NU- NAPIER UNIVERSITY (Edinburgh, UK)

� UMD- UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND (USA)

The REORIENT project set up a consortium of 

the 7 partners and also 18 subcontractors: 

ANS (FI),    BUT (HU), CAL (USA), CTL (PL),    CUT (SE), 

ELS  (I),     GIP (RU),   HER (A),      HIT (GR),    KAT (UK), 

KRA (PL),  KUT (LT),  LOX (HU),    PSU (USA),TML (BE), 

TNO (NL),  TRA (SE),  VTT (FI)

REORIENT: Background
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Partners interviewed: Name of interviewee Country

INSTITUTE OF TRANSPORT ECONOMICS  -TOI      ���� Johanna Ludvigsen N

Scientific Project co-ordinator

���� Ronnie Klaeboe N

ISDEFE (Madird,ES) ���� Mr. Mario Jose Moya Denia, ISDEFE - ES

Administrative Coordinator

DLR- (Berlin, D) ���� Andreas Lischke D

UNIVERSITY BOLOGNA ���� Paolo Toth                                                  IT

DEMIS B.V ���� Warren Walker NL

���� Poul Grashoff                                              NL

NAPIER UNIVERSITY (Edinburgh, UK) ���� Marcus Wigan UK / AU

UMD- UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND (USA) ���� Elise Miller-Hooks, Hani Mahmassani USA

TML –TMLEUVEN ���� Bruno Van Zeebroeck, Griet de Ceuster   BE

Others :

EU DG TREN ���� Theodor Schlickmann BE

UIC Directeur Dep. Technique-Recherche ���� Gabriele Maffei F

TRENITALIA ���� Fabio Consolo IT

REORIENT: Background 
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Implementing Change in the European Railway System 

REORIENT  Project - Background

Main Objective:

From REORIENT buisness case:

“The primary objectives of the REORIENT project are 

(1) to identify and develop business concepts for trans-European rail freight transport that will

make it more competitive with road transport, and 

(2) to assess the extent to which the EC’s interoperability legislation contributes to successful

implementation of the business concepts.”

The REORIENT project assessed progress in implementation of European Rail legislation and 

its subsequent impacts on market behaviours of the new market conditions for new entrants

and new business models. 

In a second phase the partners also investigated the remaining barriers to set up seamless rail

transport. Finally, the project made a general welfare assessment of changing rail legislation

in the intermodal freight corridor connecting the Nordic Region with Central and South-Eastern

Europe.
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REORIENT: Background
Project description:

To accomplish the first objective the 

project developed a business case to

show how opportunities arising from

liberalisation of the rail market and 

more interoperable infrastructure can 

be profitably exploited within the 

intermodal freight corridor connecting

the Nordic Region with Central and 

South-Eastern Europe.

For the second objective, the project 

assessed the status of rail

interoperability in the countries situated

along this corridor, identified barriers to

seamless international freight flow 

along the corridor and evaluated ways

of removing the barriers.
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: workgroups and packages

The REORIENT project consisted in 8 Work Packages (WPs) grouped together into 3 Work 

Groups (WGs):

� WG1: Interoperability Assessment

� WP1- Project Framework and Info collection

� WP2- Country Analysis for interoperability

� WP3- Social support for rail freight

� WG2: Business Case Development

� WP4- Corridor details and analysis

� WP5- Barriers to seamless rail transport

� WP6- Modal choice and business prospects

� WG3: Integrated Assessment

� WP7- Evaluation of rail freight transport strategies

WP8 – Knowledge Base - was closely connected and transversal to all WPs and WGs. 
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: work groups and work packages

The Reorient Knowledge Base (R.KB) was loaded into the Napier Knowlegde based System (N_KB_S) 

for document, federal data and geospatial data with full communication support for distributed work 

groups, already being used for other domains and applications areas. 

DGTREN expressed intention to negotiate a form of R.KB for use in the European Commission, and is

currently planning to make a call for its maintenance.
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: REORIENT knowledge base http://www.reorient.org.uk

REORIENT developed a knowledge base (RKB) and project support system for a major international 

railway project. 

It makes large scale freight data accessible, readily documented, findable, and explorable

with tables, analyses, graphs and thematic mapping in a single data repository. 

It includes an innovative on-line GIS called Internetter to collect rail and road network data for the 

corridor countries. 

The concept and parts of the RKB software have been re-used at no charge in other EC projects such as 

WORLDNET, ROADIDEA and the soon to start ETIS-PLUS project.  

(From interview with Poul Grashoff)

The initial agreement to make the software Open Source, was not endorsed by several partners and 

therefore the experts who were in favour were unable to proceed with knowledge transfer. 
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: project organisational structure
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: Research framework

REORIENT INTEROPERABILITY CORRIDOR (11 Countries)

� NORTHERN LEG FROM SCANDINAVIA TO AUSTRIA: 

Norway, Finland, Sweden, Poland, Czech Republic, 

Slovakia, Austria

� SOUTHERN LEG FROM  AUSTRIA TO GREECE:   

Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Greece

Primary Source of Information:         
Interviews with Stakeholders

in 11 countries (Sept. – Dec. 2005)

Interviewed representatives of: 
Transport Ministries, Rail Regulators, 

Infrastructure Managers (IMs), Incumbent 

Railway Undertakings (RUs), New RUs, Rail 

Workers Unions

The research framework of REORIENT

distinguishes between changes brought 

about through EC legislation and areas 

that are not affected by these policies. 
“The four layer figure illustrates that EU railway 

directives are implemented into the national 

institutional and legal frameworks, resulting in 

market opening. This has consequences for the 

rail freight transport system with its links, 

terminals, border-crossings and rolling stock. “

Challenges and opportunities were assessed 

with the interviews.
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: Data  collection process

REORIENT main project outputs:

Data collection

The information was gathered in three ways 

- from existing European data sources, 

- from data collection studies executed by subcontractors in the various countries along the chosen 
corridor, and 

- from conducting surveys. 

All data are stored in the REORIENT knowledge base

Status of rail liberalization in the REORIENT corridor countries:

What is the current status of interoperability in the REORIENT Corridor countries?

What are the key conditions facilitating (or hindering) the achievement of interoperability in the 
REORIENT Corridor countries?

Are the variations in a country’s implementation status consistent with these underlying conditions?
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: Data  collection process
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: Analytical framework

A dynamic intermodal simulation assignment model for rail services was made to study 

the impact of Operational and service design scenarios, such as:

� Border crossing time improvements

� Terminal improvements

� Infrastructure improvements

� Scheduling constraints and priorities
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REORIENT : Background 

Project description: assessment current status of interoperability Demis b.v.

1. Government potential 

to support investments

2. Willingness to implement 

administrative changes
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: current status of interoperability  (ref 2007) Demis b.v.

� Relationships between Interoperability Requirements and Implementation Conditions differ by 

requirement category
� for legal/institutional, procedural, and market requirements, success in meeting requirements                   

is closely linked to political, administrative, and market conditions in the country 

� for transport network requirements, financial barriers are dominant.

� Barriers to Meeting Legal/Institutional, Procedural, and Market Requirements
�Inadequate organizational structures, skills, and knowledge of rail institutions (RUs, IMs, and          

regulators) to handle changes in task execution

�Inadequate mandates and lack of willingness of national regulators to implement and enforce 

administrative changes

�Lack of resources and willingness of RUs and IMs to adjust to changed market structures

� Barriers to Meeting Transport Network Related Requirements

� Mainly financial barriers

- Railway sector and national government resources to accommodate required investments

- Willingness of railway sector to invest in technological improvements and new business concepts

� Some other barriers

- Inadequate organizational structures

- Skills and knowledge of rail institutions

- Technical barriers
From presentation of Warren Walker: “What is the Current of Status  

Interoperability in the REORIENT Corridor?” 31.05.07
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: 19 model scenarios

The model scenarios were distinguished by:

1. Introduction new services

2. Level of scheduling (hours & priority) 

3. Access to services

4. Efficiency of border crossing operations

5. Introduction of new signalling & 

communications technologies

6. Level of infrastructure charges,

Example of results: 

improvement of border crossing times result

in a significant gain in new service usage

particularly for T3 line.

“The improvement of the T3 line is expected as

this line involves numerous borders, many with

remarkable delays prior to implementation of

improved border crossing operations, and is

object of signalling system improvements”.

(From project presentations)
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: overview of scenarios tested 
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: overall Network modelling structure

Simulations and scenario runs were carried out for

four different services, which were proposed based on 

expert opinion (T1-T4).
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: Business cases

New business models, such as shuttle services, were 

developed for railway undertakings utilizing vertical and/or 

horizontal collaboration with other mode operators, shippers, 

and consignors for access to new freight markets.

New rail management models were developed that support 

delivery of the service quality required by shippers. 

Social support is there for balancing freight moved by road 

and rail. Empirically validated methods were used for dealing 

with barriers impeding seamless freight flow.
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: Business case and service models

Results from survey of REORIENT companies :

� Models 1 and 4 have the most potential for 
REORIENT

� Models 2 and 3 are possibilities, (especially
for transit countries)

� Every model has strengths and weaknesses

� ”theory vs. practise”

Evolution scenario of business models:

Opening period :   Liberalization

Pioneer period:     Models 1 and/or 2

Transition period:  Models: 1 and 4; 

1 and 2; 1 and 3

Recovery period:   Mergers occur

Saturation period:  Future Model 4?

=> You must be in the right place at the 

right time.
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: Business cases

Business case simulations included proposition of

new loading points to promote for greater access

of rail versus road.
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Importance-

Satisfaction-Gaps

in the High-

Importance

Factors

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

Reliability of service Cost of door-to-door

delivery  

Service availability at

origin point 

Amount of loss and

damage 

Service availability at

destination point 

Importance

Satisfaction
gap

3.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

Reliability of service Cost of door-to-door

delivery  

Service availability at

origin point 

Amount of loss and

damage 

Processing of loss

and damage 

Importance

Satisfaction
gap

Truck Shipments

Rail Shipments

REORIENT: Background 
Project description: Results modal choice surveys  with end users 
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REORIENT : Background 

Achievements:

The main output of REORIENT was to provide input to Integrated Projects or commercial 

operators wanting to profit from the market opening in Europe. REORIENT was fortunate 

in that the results from the initial stage of data collection, business case approach, and 

business case support system were adopted by RETRACK consortium as part of the 

development plan for their corridor business case, and the plans for its expansion. 

 REORIENT was also involved in the planning and setting up of a North-South Transport 

solution linking Scandinavia and Central Europe, for which funds from the Marco Polo 

initiative was sought to establish the service, and overcome initial barriers. In this respect 

REORIENT already fulfilled its most important functions and achieved its main objective. 

However, the development of the BCSS should also provide the EC with an important 

tool for further corridor analyses

(From Reorient First Year Report Executive Summary)

The results of the project were applied in the follow-up RETRACK Project for the corridor Rotterdam 

(Netherlands) to Constanta (Romania) on the Black Sea
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1. Were the results implemented in the design of the new products and services? 

– no, but the on-line GIS system for network data collection called Internetter
continues to be used in FP6/7 projects like Worldnet, Roadidea and Etis-Plus and 
also for Dutch bicyclist union.

2. Were these new products/services put into commercial operation? 

– no, not yet, though its aim was to create business case proposals and tools to 
facilitate seamless commercial operation in freight transport

3. Is new legislation and standardization based on findings from this research project?

– no

4. Are the results of the project implemented across Europe or only in a small number of 
Member States?

– no

REORIENT : Evaluation 
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5. Are the results of the project implemented outside Europe before being accepted in 
Europe? 

– no, 

6. Did the projects increase competitiveness of the European railway sector abroad with 
regard to products, services, standards and system design? 

– no, 

7. Did the project increase competitiveness of the railway transportation compared to other 
transport modes?

– not yet, 

8. Are the results of the project taken into consideration when preparing public tenders? 

- not as far as is known

REORIENT : Evaluation 
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9. Does the implementation of the project results help facilitate cross-border operations by problem-
solving in the domain of interoperability?

not yet, REORIENT has made recommendations on cross-border operations, but these are 
not implemented yet

10. Does the implementation of the project results help facilitate inter-modal operations by problem-
solving in the domain of inter-modality?

not yet, two business cases were directed to intermodal cases, though dissemination and 
involvement of stakeholders by EU is required

11. Can benefits be assessed in financial terms? 

Difficult for the project as a whole, for Demis the benefits can be assessed. The results of the 
REORIENT project helped Demis establish a new line of products which are proving 
successful.  

12. Applicability of results to future scenarios 

yes in part.

13. Usefulness of research procedures for future projects (incl. modeling)

yes, if made available.

REORIENT: Evaluation
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REORIENT : Reasons for outcome 

This project could have built a bridge between industry, policy makers and academic 

research, with its business cases and modelling tools (eg. Network Modelling Platform, 

ERICCO model for access charge calculation and optimization) and the knowledge base built 

could have been disseminated to policy makers, IMs, etc. by DG TREN. But to date, this has 

not yet occurred, and ownership of the data base has still not been clearly defined. 

The overall results of the project have not yet been disseminated by EU to freight operators, 

IMs, govts., that might benefit from the methodologies and re-use of models and knowledge 

base. A new Call is being prepared for the maintenance of the Knowledge Data Base.

The Project results have however found an application and possible implementation in a spin 

off into RETRACK (10.97m euros funded by EU), a project developed by a new consortium, 

including a member of the REORIENT consortium (eg.TOI). RETRACK started in May 2007 

and is ending in April 2011. It is focused on the modal shift from road to rail of freight 

transport on the Rotterdam/Antwerp-Constanta Corridor. 
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REORIENT : Lessons learnt
When planning to invest in research projects that produce knowledge, it is necessary to specify the meta-

goals of these projects and the targeted users for dissemination of the results , in order to create a bridge 

between academic research, policy makers, funding institutions and industry operators, to facilitate 

knowledge transfer and make the industry benefit from the interaction.

Thus it would not be wise to:

� plan a project of such ambition without involving the end users, at least in assuring and monitoring the 

dissemination of the results and methodologies

� start a project with no clear specification as to who in the industry will actually benefit from the results and 

how the knowledge transfer should be made

� start a project with no clear specification as to how the work and results (models produced, knowledge 

bases, scenarios built, etc.)  will be made available and re-useable to operators, IMs and/or  national/ 

international policy makers, to avoid the risk of doing hard work and then locking it up in a drawer after the 

project has ended.

The research projects should allow for industry and policy makers to be able to translate the results into

viable market solutions, and provide tools to help foster implementation (modal shift in this case).

The industry is often well aware of the problems these researches identify (eg. barriers, etc.), but needs all 

stakeholders to gain awareness, to facilitate concrete solutions, so tools for dissemination should be planned in 

advance.

In addition, going towards a future in which open source will be a more and more practicable standard, it 

will be useful to make a reflection on how to introduce the concept in FP projects and consider what parts of 

the results should become Free Data so as to avoid other projects having to rebuild their databases each 

time, with great expense to all stakeholders involved.
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REORIENT : follow ups

RETRACK Project, 

started in May 2007 and ending in April 2011,

funded by EU with 10.97m euros and developed by a 

new consortium, including some members of the 

REORIENT consortium (eg.TOI).

RETRACK Project was 

based on another freight corridor from 

Rotterdam/ Antwerp in the Netherlands 

to Constanta in Romania.
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REORIENT : Back up slides
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REORIENT : Background 
Project description: scenario runs based on border crossing times
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REORIENT: Background 
Project description: Barrier analyses
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Remedies

Barriers
EU Nation Industry

Facilitation of 

national change

Harmonization of

infrastructure 

charges

Operational 

alliances

Lack of

network capacity

Lack of funding

Incomplete

implementation

More efficient

funding

Private funding 

through 

capital markets

PPPs

International 

funds for national 

rail projects

EIB,EBDR,NBID

Corridor-specific

investments

Unpredictability of

European/national 

projects

European/national

win-win strategies

Stable 

political priorities

Private capital 

markets

REORIENT: Background 
Project description: Barrier analyses
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Remedies

Barriers
EU Nation Industry

EIB Less 

government

Efficient

capital market

Financial crunch

Conflicting political

interest

Lack of rail

entrepreneurship

Efficient national

management

Strong rail 

industry lobby

More 

competition

Long term

budgeting

National 

co-financing of

European corridors

European 

funding

Corruption
Separate 

implementation

organisations

Improved 

transparency

Railway

code of behaviour

REORIENT: Background 
Project description: Barrier analyses


